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Connecting the river to its catchment and its people
2016 UK River Prize award
In April the Allt Lorgy river restoration project won the
prestigious Innovative Project category prize at the
2016 UK Rivers Restoration awards ceremony in
Blackpool. It was the first time that a Scottish project
had both won a category prize and been selected as
a finalist for the overall UK prize.

Reconnecting Disconnected Side
Channels - Aviemore
Throughout the catchment there are estimated to be
over 15km of watercourses that have become
disconnected from the main river system. A 500m side
channel of the River Spey at Aviemore was blocked off
when rock armour was installed as bank protection on
the main stem over 30 years ago. In normal flows the
side channel is now a stagnant water body and fresh
water only enters during peak flows when the main
stem overtops its banks.
For some time it has been a community aspiration to
reintroduce a sustainable flow of fresh water into this
disconnected channel in order to restore the natural
conditions, enhance ecology and improve the in stream
habitat for protected species, particularly juvenile
salmon and fresh water pearl mussels.

The Allt Lorgy project near Carrbridge has
re-instigated natural processes to a straightened
section of river that was not functioning effectively
and was impacting on both the water and land
environments. Rather than design and build a new
course for the river as is so often the case in river
restoration, this project took the unusual approach of
removing constraints and then standing back and
allowing the river re-establish its own natural
equilibrium. Three years on and significant changes
have been observed at the site. Improving
morphology has led to better in stream ecology and
salmon spawning activity has been increasing year
on year.

An initial research study commissioned by the SCI in
2015 concluded the project was feasible from a hydro
morphology perspective and in early 2016, the SCI was
able to secure funding support to deliver a restoration
solution through the EU LIFE+ “Pearls in Peril” (PIP)
project. Since then, PIP have led on this project with
SCI support. Detailed designs for incorporating a culvert
into the rock armour have been agreed and ground
works to install it are imminent. All works are due to be
completed by March 2017.

The works on land owned by Seafield Estates, was
designed by CBec Engineering Ltd and funded by
SNH, SEPA, Spey District Fishery Board and CNPA.
The project was managed by the Spey Catchment
Initiative.
A short video about the Allt Lorgy project and the
other UK river prize finalists can be found online at
http://www.therrc.co.uk/uk-river-prize.

River Spey at Aviemore where a side channel is
disconnected by rock armour bank protection.
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UPDATE 2016
2016 River Spey Catchment
Management Plan
A new River Spey Catchment Management Plan has
recently been launched, replacing the original 2003
plan. It sets out a broad strategic framework for the
wise and sustainable use of the water resource for the
next five years, and for the protection and
enhancement of the water quality and natural heritage
throughout the whole River Spey catchment. The 2016
Plan summarises in one document all the key issues,
pressures and opportunities that currently exist as they
relate to the local environment. It has been designed
as a ‘one stop shop’ providing a wealth of information
on flood management, water quality, economic
development, protected species and habitats, fisheries,
forestry and woodland. By recognising the links
between the health of the river and associated land
use, this Plan aims to enable all those with an interest
in the river environment to communicate, liaise and
work together more effectively.
Grant Moir, Chief Executive of the Cairngorms National
Park Authority (CNPA) said: “‘It’s fantastic to see the
launch of the new Spey Catchment Management Plan,
a key document which aims to maximise the benefits
the river can provide for local communities, industry

and tourism while maintaining habitat for
internationally important species like the Freshwater
Pearl Mussel. Partnership working is crucial for the
delivery of the Plan and I know that the widespread
contributions from all sectors such as farming,
fisheries and outdoor recreation groups will
contribute to its success.”
The Spey Catchment Management Plan is available
on line to view or download at: www.speyfishery
board.com/spey-catchment-initiative-publications.
The new 2016 plan is the culmination of a process
that included a detailed review of the original 2003
CMP and a large stakeholder event in the Spring.
The Review document which was published in June
can also be found at: www.speyfisheryboard.com/
spey-catchment-initiative-publications. Many of the
objectives and actions that have emerged in the new
plan will require the continuation of the SCI to enable
their progression and delivery over the next 5 years.

Salmon Go to School

Every year school children throughout the Spey
catchment help to hatch, look after and release
juvenile salmon as part of the popular ‘Salmon in the
Classroom’ programme run by the Spey Foundation.
In 2016 the SCI PO delivered the programme,
working with over 70 pupils from Craigellachie,
Aberlour and Mosstodloch Primary schools.
As part of learning about the wider river environment,
the pupils looked after salmon eggs in their
classroom and watched them hatch and develop into
juvenile salmon. After releasing these fry into local
burns, the pupils then returned several months later
and watched electrofishing being used to count and
assess how well the fish were doing.

Growing Riparian Woodlands

Tomintoul and Glenlivet Landscape
Partnership (TGLP)
In October the Heritage Lottery Fund approved a £2.34
million grant towards a multi-faceted regeneration
project in the Tomintoul and Glenlivet area. The
remainder of the £3.6 million budget has also been
secured including grants from the European Union
(LEADER & SRDP), Moray Council and Highland &
Islands Enterprise. Having been awarded development
funding back in May 2014, it took over 18 months to
develop the detailed proposals that led to this
successful bid.

Over the last few years the SCI has been working with
the Woodland Trust to deliver small scale riparian
planting schemes throughout the catchment. To date
over 12,000 broadleaf trees have been planted across 9
water margin sites. Some of these have been
stand-alone riparian schemes, but others have been as
part of larger holistic restoration packages such as at the
Allt Lorgy. A further 2500 trees are earmarked for a new
wet woodland site which will be planted in 2017.

Demonstrating Green
Engineering Techniques
There is a need for greater knowledge and practical
experience of Natural Flood Management techniques,
particularly willow spiling within the catchment.
Therefore the SCI has been working with a range of
stakeholders to develop potential demonstration sites.
The intention is to trial techniques currently used
elsewhere to ascertain their resilience and suitability for
upland Highland conditions and quantify what if any
adaptations are required. It is hoped that ground works
to support these objectives will be delivered in 2017 and
a local skills base created through concurrent training
provision opportunities. There is also a longer term
aspiration to develop a nursery to supply local willow for
spiling.

River Avon flowing through TGLP area
The TGLP encompasses over 20 cultural, built and
natural heritage projects which will be delivered in 2017
-2021. This includes £420,000 worth of activities
associated with improving the water environment which
have been developed by the SCI Project Officer. This is
split into four discrete projects: improving fish passage
where there are currently barriers, enhancing the
condition of water margins in the area, flood resilience
building measures for the Avon and increasing
recreational angling participation through improved
fishing access.
A team of personnel are currently being recruited to
deliver the project over the next four years however the
SCI will continue to be involved in a supervisory
capacity on the Natural Environment working group.
During the development phase over £100,000 of agrienvironment funding was secured to undertake a range
of water margins enhancement activities on a farm within the partnership area. Although there have been
some unforeseeable delays; the intention is that ground
works will now take place early in 2017

UPDATE
The SCI

Looking To The Future

The Spey Catchment Initiative was instigated in 2010
to both encourage more partnership working and to
take forward key actions from the 2003 Catchment
Management Plan (CMP).
Its success in the
intervening period has been considerable and it is now
recognised as the established local mechanism both
for strategic coordination and local delivery.

As the SCI approaches the end of its current funding
phase, a new programme of action is being
developed for 2017 – 2022 and funding to deliver it is
being sought from a variety of sources. The SCI’s
remit for the next 5 years will be to facilitate, develop
and deliver activities and projects that enable the
Spey Catchment Initiative to meet targets laid down in
the 2015 - 2021 River Basin Management Plan
(RBMP) and 6 year Flood Risk Management Plan
(FRMP) for the local district of Findhorn, Nairn and
Strathspey (2016 – 2022). It will also lead on some of
the actions in the 2016 Spey Catchment Management
Plan (CMP) which may not otherwise be progressed.

The SCI continues to be in a strong position to deliver
multiple benefit projects within relatively short
timeframes. Its strength lies in its ability to facilitate
partnership working to get things done and to leverage
funds for groundworks delivery from external sources.
Since its inception and through the employment of a
project officer, the SCI has acquired £266,000 of
capital funding to deliver nearly £450,000 worth of
environmental enhancement projects. Over £650,000
of works are currently in the pipeline for delivery in
2017 and beyond, having secured over £500,000 of
external funding. Relationships have been built up with
several universities. There is now a steady stream of
students undertaking Spey centric research and field
work which the SCI is then using to further its project
activities.

The programme will be guided by the following
objectives:
 Demonstrate
integrated
catchment
scale
management by protecting and restoring natural
features and characteristics of the Spey catchment
 To raise awareness and understanding of the
whole river system and engage with stakeholders
and communities within the catchment
These objectives will be delivered through 4 priority
themes:
1. Delivering national and local government targets
for the Spey catchment for 2017-2022
2. Sustainable Flood Management, focusing on NFM
opportunities and demonstrating NFM techniques
3. Improving riparian, riverine and wetland environments for multiple benefits
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4. Education, awareness raising & getting people
involved in the catchment

Mouth of the River Spey
The Spey Catchment Initiative (SCI) is run by a steering group consisting of representatives from the partner
organisations. It employs a project officer who works closely with the Operations Manager from the Spey Fishery
Board to deliver enhancement projects throughout the whole river network. For more information on the Initiative
and its work, contact the Project Officer, Liz Henderson at l.henderson@speyfisheryboard.com .
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